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Drugs is a story about Jake Stewart, a middle-class American from Texas who uses drugs and likes them.
More importantly, he lives with them. 

In author J. R. Helton's hilarious prose, Jake inimitably narrates the ups and downs of being a functional user
of marijuana, cocaine, MDMA, alcohol, nicotine, brand name hydrocodone, and countless other drugs
readily available and commonly partaken of in modern America. We follow Jake on car rides with his coke
dealer to menace connections in supermarket parking lots, buying prescription opiates from a megacorporate
health and beauty clinic, falling in love with his wife while on a series of mushroom trips through San
Antonio and Austin, binging on nitrous oxide canisters to spectral visions of Julianne Moore whispering his
name. Along the way, Jake explains the effects of the drugs he's done--not only on his body but on his soul--
and at the same time lampoons an America that pretends, against all reason, that drug use is the province of
the weak and the socially outcast, while simultaneously getting high and profiting off of it: an America in
which drug use is not just a part of the American mainstream, but may be one of the only sane responses to
the American mainstream.

The contemporary heir of William S. Burroughs's classic Junky, J. R. Helton's novel Drugs shows us--
through sly wit, deceptively powerful prose, and the unmistakable ring of truth--a side of America that most
of us allow to remain hidden in plain sight.
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From reader reviews:

Elisa Hall:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive at this point, people
have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
simply surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated this for a while is reading. Yes,
by reading a guide your ability to survive improve then having chance to stand up than other is high. In your
case who want to start reading a new book, we give you this specific Drugs: A Novel book as beginning and
daily reading guide. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Judith Robinson:

The reserve untitled Drugs: A Novel is the reserve that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that creator use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of investigation when write
the book, so the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could
possibly get the e-book of Drugs: A Novel from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Charlotte Womble:

The particular book Drugs: A Novel has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a
lot of benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. The writer makes some research prior to
write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after reading this book.

Darrel Mason:

As a student exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library or make
summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's soul or real their
passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there but nothing
reading seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and also can't see colorful images
on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we know that on this
age, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's country. So ,
this Drugs: A Novel can make you experience more interested to read.
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